




“We’ve established Tempini with 
the purpose of exploiting and 
exporting the aesthetic culture 
we’ve been cherishing for more than 
100 years. Through our experience 
and tradition, we’ve managed to 
make Romania a European country 
of design, focusing on state-of-the-
art materials and the quality we’re 
providing. Designing today, for the 
generation of tomorrow.” 

Chief Executive Officer
Gigi Nacev
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Tempini because…

The vision which has brought Tempini 
this far is sustained by our virtues, 
principles which help us build 
stronger business partnerships 
with our clients and companies. 
These are the five pillars which 
stand for the Tempini brand 
values - FLEXIBILITY / ETHICS / 
CULTURE / EFFICIENCY / PASSION  
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But this had only 
been the beginning 
in a book about 
passion, innovation 
and character that was 
building up. 

ur brand started small. In 1921, a company named 
Bonometti Ada Tempini was founded in Northern Italy, 

in times when technology sounded rather like fiction. 
Selling ceramic tiles was somewhat challenging in 
an era where everything was the result of manual 
labour, from design to shipping. But once it made 
its breakthrough in the construction industry, 
Bonometti was regarded as a reliable supplier of 
ceramics, sanitary ware and bathroom furniture. 
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ears later, in 1968, brothers Angelo and Enrico 
Tempini take over the company’s management. 

Amidst social, economic and technological 
transition, Tempini needed to evolve quickly. Two 

years later, this motivation became a purpose and 
the business started specializing entirely on ceramic 

products. Their vision became their business model. 

“We managed to prove 
that the only way to do 
extraordinary things is to 
do it passionately.”
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his creed which proved to be of important value was taken 
even further throughout the years, materializing through 
various projects of international architectural significance. 
Creating innovative products, bold designs and building 
strong relationships with partners and customers has driven 
Tempini at the top of this industry. 

The company has made obvious progress, as did technology 
and design, but one thing remained the same: the passion. 
Tempini was founded in order to share its century-old 
experience all over the world in an ascent of entrepreneurship.
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Bonometti Ada Tempini
 was established

Brothers Angelo and Enrico 
take over the leading department

1921 1968 19701970

The first lot of industrially manufactured 
ceramic tiles is leaving the factory
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The first lot of industrially manufactured 
ceramic tiles is leaving the factory

The opening of Tempini’s Romanian 
Premises, in Timisoara

Grand opening of 
Tempini Concept Store Bucharest

2009 2015

2015 is an important year for Tempini 
Romania, as the opening of the most 
exclusive showroom takes place in 
Bucharest. Tempini Concept Store 
Bucharest is a museum of art and design, 
where beauty is redefined through 
aesthetic perfection and authenticity. 
This event comes with an important step 
in the history of the company, as it is 
taken over by its successors. 

Thus, we speak of an important heritage, 
a small business being transformed into 
a striking success and managing to carry 
on important family values which make up 
for the company’s reputation, established 
96 years ago: 
ethics | culture | flexibility | passion

The year of 2009 comes with the expansion 
of our brand in Timisoara, introducing 
a conceptual showroom, the largest in 
Eastern Europe. 5 years later, Timisoara 
becomes hereby an important center 
of interior design. 2009 also marks the 
starting point of Tempini Social, an 
influential, professional network which 
manages to propel Tempini upwards on 
a scale of excellence. 

We are defined by our passion for 
creativity, aesthetic and art.  

1970
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Our products make sure to supply 
and overcome functional and 
aesthetic needs, covering all 
market segments and having an 
optimum price per quality ratio. 

Contractors
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Ceramics 
Opera Ceramiche - Italia

Natural wood flooring
Grabo - Ungaria

Laminated flooring
Princic - Slovenia

Sanitary items - Rack  Ceramics
Emiratele Arabe Unite

Adhesives 
Kerakoll - Italia
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Tempini ceramic products are the 
outcome of rigorous design and 
fearlessness in setting and reaching 
high standards. When “normal” is 
not enough, we reply with creativity. 

Premium 
Clients

Ceramics
Cerim Ceramiche - Italia

Ceramics
Floorgres Ceramiche - Italia

Sanitary items
Gruppo Geromin - Italia
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Ceramics
Rex Ceramiche - Italia

Natural wood flooring
Itlas Parquet - Italia

Sanitary items
IB Rubinetti - Italia

Ceramics
Casa Dolce Casa - Italia 

Ceramics
41 zero 42 - Italia

Sanitary items
Flaminia ceramiche - Italia

Design Wallpapers
Inkiostro Bianco - Italia
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Luxury design is depicted by 
perfection down to the very last 
detail. Our objects are enhanced 
by attitude and personality 
through fine aesthetics, choice of 
materials and finishing touches.
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Ceramics
Cedit - Italia

Artisanal wood flooring
I Vassalletti - Italia

Ceramics
Fuori Formato - Italia

Sanitary items
Agape - Italia

Decorative wall panels
Alex Turco - Italia
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Statement
Projects

www.torrearcobaleno.it

1990
Torre Arcobaleno Milano

The Rainbow Tower in Milan means a lot in the city’s 
urban landscape. Milan was already a capital of fashion 
and design, so that a reinterpretation of the tower had 
to rise up to the expectations. The old water tower went 
through 3 stages of development and had been on the 
verge of demolition, 10 years before its destination as 
a building was changed and the decision of restoration 
was taken. Torre Arcobaleno became the Rainbow 
Tower after its restoration in 2015, thanks to the event 
EXPO Milano which provided the perfect occasion 
therefore. Tempini is happy to be part of this project. 

Premium Partener
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2014
Bosco Verticale
Milano
Premium Partener

This project is a groundbreaking attempt of innovative 
architecture to create the first Vertical Forest in the 
world. Tempini was one of the main providers of both 
exterior and interior materials. The two buildings in 
Milan (Porta Nuova) were designed by Stefano Boeri 
Architetti, the construction stage proving to be a great 
logistical challenge for that time. It took some of the 
brightest minds in the industry to provide a solution to 
climate conditions and vegetation, given the height of 
both blocks, measuring a staggering 364 feet. But the 
project’s well-deserved recognition came shortly after: 
in 2018, Bosco Verticale was awarded with RIBA 
for International Excellence, showing visionary 
engineering and architectural supremacy. 
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2014 
City Life 
Milano 

A mix of modern architecture is shown 
in this ensemble, City Life Milan 
is designed by famous architects 
Arata Isozaki (The Isozaki Tower, 
measuring 721 feet), Zaha Hadid 
(The Hadid Tower, measuring 
557 feet) and Daniel Libeskind 
(The Libeskind Tower, measuring 
492 feet). The buildings stand out 
through state-of-the-art technology 
and materials. Tempini provided the 
necessary ceramic materials which 
became part of this huge achievement.

www.city-life.it/en

Premium Partener
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2014 
Dushambe
International
Airport 
Tajikistan

www.airport.tj/index.php/en

Premium Partener
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National
Projects

Vox Vertical Village Residential Complex
Timisoara - Romania

www.voxverticalvillage.ro/en

Premium Partener

Rivendelle Residential Complex
Timisoara - Romania

www.rivendelle.ro/en

Premium Partener
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The Clay Castle
Porumbacu de Sus, Jud. Sibiu - Romania

Popasului Residence
Bucharest - Romania

Therme Spa
Bucharest - Romania

Premium Partener Premium Partener

www.en.popasuluiresidence.ro/#1 www.therme.ro

Cora Supermarkets
Bacau - Romania
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Golden Tulip Hotel
Faget, Jud. Cluj - Romania

Kaufland Supermarkets
Sebes, Fagaras - Romania

Monza Hospital
Bucharest - Romania

www.spitalulmonza.ro

Premium Partener
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Palas Iasi
Romania

Digi24 Central Office
Bucharest - Romania

Brasov Olympic Pool
Brasov - Romania

www.palasmall.ro

www.dstbv.ro/bazinul-olimpic-brasov

Premium Partener

Premium Partener
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Contact

Bucharest - Strada Frumoasa 19
www.facebook.com/tempini.romania
www.instagram.com/tempiniromania

Timisoara - Calea Aradului 115


